Talk to a Turtle
Build a Computer Controlled Robot

James A Gupton Jr
7416-G Pebblestone Dr
Charlotte NC 28212

What do personal computer experimenters do with their microcomputers when
computer games lose their appeal and they
tire of programming things like, 1/140 FOR
X = 1 to 500: PRINT X: NEXT X " ? The
exciting idea of adding a computer controlled robot suggests building your own R2D2 robot from Star Wars. It might not be
wise to start with a project as sophisticated
as duplicating R2-D2, but there is a way

you can begin a robot project on a smaller
scale. It works, too!
The Terrapin Turtle is a fascinating robot
project that most experimenters can fully
assemble in four hours. It runs forward,
backward, turns left or right, blinks light
emitting diode eyes, and can talk in a two
tone beep. Its shell is mounted on a spindle
that engages one of four microswitches.
These relay a signal back to the computer
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Photo 7,' Jeffrey Dunn (foreground) and Richard Voss check off the Turtle components against
the parts list.
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over its 10 foot umbilical cord, indicating
when th e Turtle has run into something
from either front, ri ght, left, or rear side. If
you direct the Turtle on an exploratory trip
aro und the room, its journey can be recorded
by your microcomputer. On completing its
journey, the Turtl e can actually draw a map
of its path using an internal ball point pen.
Th e Terrap in Turtle illustrated in this
articl e was assembled by high sch oo l students at the Union County Career Center in
North Carolina. Th e total assembly time was
four hours fro m start to initial test. Th is
articl e is not intended for use as a constructio n project, but rather to introduce
you to computer controlled robots.
Assembling th e Terrapin Turtle
Th e cardinal rul e for assemb.ling any
elec tronic kit is to begin by checking 'off
eac h component on th e parts list. Ph oto 1
shows Jeffrey Dunn and Rich ard Voss
check in g the components of the Turtl e kit

Resistors
510 ohm Y. W: R9, Rl0
100 ohm Y. W: R21, R30
15 K ohm Y. W: R5, R6, R7, R8, R29 , R22
50 K ohm Y. W: R19, R20
1 K ohm potentiometers: P1, P2 , P3, P4
1 K ohm Y. W: R1, R2, R3, R4, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, R23,
R24, R25,R26,R27, R28
Capacitors
Cl
C2,C3

0 .lmF35V
500mF35V
Diodes

lN4000
01 , 02 , 03 , 04 , 05 , 06 , 07 , 08,09
3 .9 V ze ner 010
Transistors
2N2222
GE-040C4

01,02 , 03,04,05,06,07
08,09,010,011,012,013,014,015,019

Table 7: Th e Turtle component part list. The complete Turtle kit, including
all hardware, printed circuits, electronic components is available from Terrapin Inc for $300.

Photo 2: Th e foil side of the Turtle's printed circuit board.

Photo 3: The component side of the circuit board.
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Figure 7: Supplemental diagram showing component identification numbers
which relate to schematic locations.

Photo 4: Soldering the installed components.
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against the parts list. Once assured that
everything was included in the kit, th e
printed circuit board was examined for
possible scratches. Photo 2 shows th e etch
side of the 5 inch diameter printed circuit
board . Photo 3 shows the component side. It
was quickly noted that not all resistor values
were printed on the component side, and
that there was no identifying resistor number to relate any resistor to the schematic.
The instruction booklet stated that eighteen
1000 ohm resistors should be placed where
the resistor symbols did not have a value indicated. Figure 1 is a supplemental instruction that identifies each component corresponding to the schematic diagram.
Richard Voss was in charge of assembling
the printed circuit board for the Union
County Career Center's Turtle. Photo 4
shows the soldering of the Darlington transistors that control both of the Turtle's drive
motors. Notice the micro-tip, low wattage
soldering iron and 0.020 inch (0.05 cm)
diameter solder being used. All too frequently electronic kits are damaged during
assembly by the use of high wattage soldering .tools which damage the heat sensitive
foil and apply too much solder. An excess of
solder can short out both the closely spaced
component pads and the circuit paths with
solder bridges. Once the soldering has been

Photo 5: Inspecting the assembled components.
Circle 335 on inquiry card . ~

finished, it is wise to rechec k the placemen t
of the components, just to be doubly sure.
Care must be exerc ised to keep the tabs
on the Darlington transistors from touch in g
one another. A sma ll piece of plastic tape on
each tab will save the transistor should the
tabs accidentally be brought together while
under power. Photo 5 shows the final inspection of the assembly of components
onto the printed circuit board. Photo 6
shows the completed circuit board.
Figure 2 provides the circuit schematic
for the control of the Turtle 's left and right
motors and the internal ball point pen. The
pen is lowered by a 12 V solenoid upon
command from the computer. Figure 3

shows the schematic for shell touch sensors,
lights, and sound control. The figure also
shows the power attachment points for the
operation of the Turtle's electronics and
motors. A 12 V, 3 A power source is required for the best perform ance. The Turtle
can operate, however, with a power source
of 1 A capacity if the 3 A source is not
available . The Turtle illustrated in this
article was powered by a 4 A regu lated
power supply.
,
Photo 7 shows the final assembly of the
printed circuit board onto the motor housing. The most difficult part of th e entire
assembly was forcing the rubber tires onto
the wheels. It is almost impossible to do this

Photo 6: The completed board, showing the uncluttered layout.
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Photo 7: The printed circuit board, shown attached to the Turtle's motor drive housing.

by yourself - a second set of hands will be
. needed to mount the rubber tire onto the
wheel. Photo 8 shows the assembled Turtle
minus its sensor shell and the two power
supplies used for testing without the use of a
microcomputer. The Turtle is controlled
with a TTL (transistor-transistor logic) voltage of 0 V and +2 V. This may cause some
problems for parallel interfaces that fu nction
between 0 V and +5 V. The higher voltages
can damage the 2N2222 Darlington tran Tex t continued on page 84

Photo 8: The completed Turtle, connected to a power supply for testing.
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Figure 2: Sch ematic of the Turtle's motor control and p.en control circuitry.
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Figure 3: Schematic of the Turtle's touch sensor, lights, and horn con trol
circuitry .
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Technical Marketing Associates
Fo rt Lee, New Jersey
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Ci rcle 7 on inqui ry ca rd .

Photo 9: The Turtle with shell attached as a final assembly step.

Text continued from page 79:

sistor driver. Photo 9 shows the attachment
of the plastic Turtle shell.
Does the Turtle work? Yes it does, even
with a makeshift computer keyboard temporarily substituting for the parallel interface
of our computer. The students studied the
keyboard's ASCII code and developed a list
of keys necessary to command the Turtl e's
movements, li ghts, and horn. The Turtl e
will go under full computer control as
soon as an expansion interface can be
acquired for our TRS-80 microcomputer.
Those wishing to investigate the Turtle
kit, its capabilities, and its cost may obtain
84
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full details by writing to:
Terrapin Inc
33 Edinborough St Sixth Floor
Boston MA 02111
Attention: David L McClees, President
In addition, the following address is furnish ed for those wishing ad ditional information on the application of robots:
United States Robotics Society
Box 26484
Albuquerque NM 87125
Attention: Glenn R Norris, President-

